The Lil’ Red Fez Instructions
For best results:
Print out second page on Xerox Bright White 65# Card Stock
paper or similar 8.5” x 11” heavy paper.
1) Cut out the parts.
2) Assemble the “cone” by gluing the tab “A” under side “B” It may
be helpful to roll the cone first.
3) Glue the Cone reinforcement strip (part C) inside the bottom
edge of the “cone”.
4) Test wrap the motor tube around a 13mm dowel or spent motor
casing. If the wrap is tight enough, two of the tabs will line
up – one on top of the other. Unwrap the tube and place glue
where indicated. Re-wrap the tube on the dowel or casing and
hold it in place until the glue sets.
5) The motor tube slides through the hole in the reinforcement
ring so that the tabs will be glued on the top of the ring.
Slide the ring into place and fold and glue the tabs into
place, making sure that the launch lug hole is between two of
the tabs. Run a bead of glue around the motor tube and
reinforcement ring joint for strength.
6) Fold and glue the 3 Launch lugs. Once dry, place one directly
under the launch lug hole along the motor tube. The other two
launch lugs are meant to reinforce the motor tube / top ring
assembly. Place each remaining lug 1/3rd of the way around the
motor tube with the top edge against the ring. Place a bead of
glue at each launch lug / rung joint.
7) Glue the reinforcement ring onto the white side of the top ring
making sure the launch lug holes line up. The motor mount tabs
should be sandwiched between the top and reinforcement rings.
8) Fold the tabs on the top ring down, place glue on them and
carefully slide the assembly into the “cone. Press the assembly
so that the top of the assembly is even with the top of the
“cone”.
9) Place a bead of glue inside the cone at the cone / top ring
assembly to reinforce the joint.
Fly with the following motors:
¼ A3-2T, ½ A3-2-T, A3-2T
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